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This week as we start a new chapter of the Torah, the Book of Leviticus, we also start a new chapter of our lives at home as
we brace ourselves for weeks or even months of distancing.  This week’s Torah portion calls upon us to make sacrifices.
Though our current sacrifices of limiting human interactions, work, and commerce are quite different from our ancestors’
sacrifices of birds and goats, the deeper purpose is the same. 
Our Torah portion opens with the Hebrew word Vayikra, which is written with a noticeably smaller letter aleph at the end of
the word.  The rabbis understood this small aleph to represent Moses’ humility at being singled out for God’s call to instruct
the Israelites.  In today’s humbling times, I understand the small aleph of Vayikra to symbolize the shift in perspective in each
one of us as we respond to the call to make sacrifices to protect our public health.  
In comparing the little aleph to the other letters in Vayikra, one’s first instinct is often to see how it is smaller - representing
the diminishment that come from sacrifice, from giving up or from losing something that was valuable and important to us.
But the small aleph can also represent being part of something larger than ourselves, being a letter that is part of a word,
becoming a larger message and even a calling.  
The Hebrew word for sacrifice is korban, from the verb I’karev, which means to draw near.  Our ancestors did not offer
animal sacrifices because they believed God needed sustenance but rather out of a longing to feel closer to God.  What
could it mean for us to sacrifice now in a way that brings us closer to the God-like qualities of compassion and generosity,
love and kindness?  How might we approach this time of social distancing in a way that brings us closer to our highest
ideals?
Shabbat Shalom
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In

Words of Gratitude

Jessica Schreiber '20

 

 
As our time on campus was cut short, I wanted to take a moment to thank you for all of your support and everything you have
done for me at Princeton. I got involved with Challah for Hunger my very first semester at Princeton because I love baking at
home with my grandma and I wanted to find an outlet at Princeton where I could channel those memories and make new ones.
I can say with great certainty that without your support and tireless efforts working with Campus Dining, the CJL, and the Bake
Shop, Challah for Hunger at Princeton would have died out my sophomore year. I am so grateful for everything you have
done, from buying chocolate chips to driving our dough back and forth every week.  Challah for Hunger and Koleinu (CJL's
Jewish a capella group) really helped me find a Jewish footing at Princeton that I lacked freshman year and I will always
remember that. 
I will also never forget either the Biomedical Ethics JLF sessions or Birthright and the trip extension last December. Biomedical
Ethics truly made me think differently about so many facets of my life and the way I see the world. Birthright was an amazing
experience, and the extension was so incredibly enriching in ways I never imagined. Thank you for facilitating all of these
experiences and devoting so much of your time to students' Jewish and personal growth.
 
 

Message from Rabbi Julie Roth

CJL Executive Director 

 

CJL Connection

This is from a letter written to 
Rabbi Ira Dounn, CJL Sr. Jewish Educator



 >

Highlights from Purim 

Quite appropriately, one of the last major events students enjoyed together were various Purim celebrations. The
holiday kicked off with the annual Latke/Hamentaschen debate moderated by Shirley Tilghman, University President
Emeritus, with Prof. Ned Wingreen P17 P24 leading Team Hamentaschen and Prof. Leah Boustan '00 leading Team
Latke. Students from Princeton's Quipfire improv group added to the fun. 
CJL student board initiated campus-wide outreach with a make your own Shaloch Manot packages in Frist. Three
Megillah readings, Orthodox, Yavneh and Women's only, were organized and led by the students followed by a
festive meal for those who were fasting. 

Students & staff dress up for Megillah reading 

CJL Board spreading Purim joy at Frist 

Latke vs. Hamentaschen Debate 
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Last month,, four CJL alumni-hosted Shabbat dinners were held in New York City, San Francisco and Washington, DC.  by
Lisa Fierstein Feit '14,  Ben Cohen '18, Shira Cohen '16 and Josh Roberts '17  and Jasmine Peled '18 & Daniel Schwartz '19.
These gracious hosts provided wonderful home hospitality and a delicious kosher or vegan Shabbat meal to more than 25
participants. CJL facilitated the online invitation process, supplied, CJL kippot, shironim (songbooks) and provided financial
resources to subsidize the cost of these gatherings.
 
 This was a wonderful success and hopefully the first of many alumni Shabbat dinners I'll be hosting now that I am back in
NYC! - Lisa
 
 Our guests enjoyed so much that they stayed for many hours! - Jasmine & Daniel
 
The Shabbat dinner on Friday night was an absolute success! We all had a great time reminiscing on our times at Princeton
and discussing life in the city. Thank you so much for inspiring and supporting this dinner!  - Ben
 
We greatly enjoyed the Shabbat dinner we hosted this weekend! It was a lot of fun, and folks seem to be interested in having
more of them. - Shira and Josh
 
INTERESTED IN HOSTING A VIRTUAL ALUMNI HAPPY HOUR? CJL will help you facilitate one.
Please also share photos from virtual alumni get-togethers.  Contact Debbie Orel at dorel@princeton.edu 

Mazel Tov to our Newest Tigers! 
 If you know someone admitted to the Princeton Class of

2024 who would be interested in learning about Jewish life
on campus, please tell us their name on THIS sheet.

Now with staff and students off-campus for the remainder of the semester, we have shifted our energy and efforts to
reaching out to every Jewish student to make sure they are safe and to offer personal and emotional support. Our incredible,
caring staff is in the process of contacting every Jewish student we know. 
Existing programs including our four Jewish Learning Fellowships and peer-to-peer text study, Friday night Shabbat services  
are contnuing virtually. New initiatives - led by students and our staff- such as chat rooms by interest, virtual meals together,
and an online cooking class have emerged. Staff is working on a virtual CJL community Seder, parent outreach initiatives
and more. We want to hear your ideas, offer support and keep you engaged. 
We are in the process of updating our website that will provide you with upcoming program information and links to helpful
resources.
 
 
 

Alumni Shabbat

Dinners

Learning, Praying &

Socializing Together

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10tUGtu1og2UtsWFCz1E1zkcZ2NIVAoSz7t3pcESPB14/edit#gid=0
https://hillel.princeton.edu/

